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Packing unit: 1
Contents: in a box

Size: approx. 36 cm Ø x 10 cm
Packing unit: 1
Contents: in a box
Material: Ruton with needle-valve
Max. load: approx. 150 kg

Functional circuit training: club sets (9)

Gymnastic ball, with spare needle and care instructions

Dynair Pro

The nine different sets are based on the system of “functional circuit training” 
developed and recommended by the German Gymnastics Association (DTB). Clubs 
can use this 3x3-stage model to introduce a large number of people to sensori-
motor training programmes without having to invest heavily in new equipment. 
More on pages 90-91 and in the book “Funktionelles Zirkeltraining - Das moderne 
Sensomotoriktraining” [functional circuit training - the modern approach to 
sensorimotor training].

Elements included in the nine sets:
Health Sports 
G1: 3x Aero-Step XL silver
G2: 3x Multiroll functional; red, 3x Aero-Step XL, silver;
 3x Dynair XXL, red
G3: 3x Powerball ABS, 65cm, silver; 3x Dynair XXL, red; 3x Jumper;
 1x Powerband, medium, 5m x 7,5m
Fitness Sports 
F1: 3x Medizin Ball, 1 kg; 1x Powerband, medium, 5m x 7,5m;
 6x Stonies, 1kg, red; 3x Dynair Ballkissen, 33, red;
F2: 3x Jumper; 3x Dynair Ballkissen, 33, red
F3: 3x Multiroll, functional, red; 6x Senso Balance Igel (farbig sortiert);
 6x Aero-Step XL, silver 
Competition Sports 
S1: 3x Powerball ABS, 65 cm, silver, 3x FT-Leiter
 1x Powerband, medium, 5m x 7,5m
S2: 3x Powerball ABS, 65 cm, silver; 6x Stonies, 1 kg, red; 
 3x Medizin Ball, 1 kg; 3x Jumper
S3:  3x Dynair XXL, red; 6x Aero-Step XL, silver

The TOGU classic is now being supplied with a spare needle and detailed care 
instructions. 
So you benefit from TOGU quality with the “Made in Germany” label. 

All models and available colours - see page 64.

The first ball cushion combined with a stable base - two pieces of equipment 
rolled into one, providing even more training and therapy options for sensorimo-
tor functions and coordination. Particularly suitable for balance exercises on one 
leg in physiotherapy - can also be used upside down! With extra skid-proof mate-
rial for absolute safety. The Dynair Pro can be used in pairs or in rows depending 
on the sport (e.g. football, golf, tennis, skiing, etc.). 

Functional circuit training: 
club sets (9)

Dynair® Pro

Gymnastic ball, 
now with spare needle 
and care instructions

Art.No.: Colour: 
410360 orange with black 

Art.No.: Colours:
see page 65 see page 65

Art.No.: G Art.No.: F Art.No.: S
G1 - 805015 F1 - 805018 S1 - 805021
G2 - 805016 F2 - 805019 S2 - 805022
G3 - 805017 F3 - 805020 S3 - 805023

Dynair® Pro
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Balance Block

Senso Balance Pad 16 and 20 cm diameter

Senso Balance Cushion 16 and 20 cm diameter

The Balance Block was developed especially for standing exercises performed on 
one leg at a time. Standing on an unstable surface brings an added dimension to 
the awareness of the body and trains poise, sensorimotor function and mobility. 
Doing simple exercises while standing up can also work and train the muscles 
around the joints. Ideal as an additional resource for physiotherapy treatment on 
ankles, knees and hip joints.
Easy to clean and simple to stack.

This is an addition to the Senso Balance product line. It can be incorporated into 
any therapy thanks to the soft and hard-wearing material and the raised nodules, 
and also enables another level to be built into sensorimotor training. Available 
in a range of colours, the pads are an excellent aid when introducing people to 
walking therapies and multi-sensory training sessions. The low height of the 
Senso Balance Pads also gives them added versatility as position markers in any 
gymnasium and in any type of sport.   

This is an addition to the Senso Balance product line. It has new, improved contact 
with the floor. The level of inflation and the special Senso raised nodules act as 
an ideal proprioception stimulant and are especially good for all walking and 
stepping exercises. 
Ideal for perception training with young children and teenagers but also suitable 
as an added extra for adults.

Balance Block

Senso® Balance Cushion

Senso® Balance Pad

Size: approx. 33 cm x 15 cm x 7 cm
Packing unit: 10
Contents: in a box
Material: Ruton 
Max. load: approx. 150 kg

Size: approx. 16 cm Ø or approx. 20 cm 0
Packing unit: 6
Contents: set of 2 in a box
Material: Ruton 
Max. load: approx. 150 kg 

Size: approx. 16 cm Ø or approx. 20 cm 0
Packing unit: 10
Contents: set of 2 in a polybag
Material: Ruton 

Art.No.: Colour:
410480 blue-purple

Art.No.: Colours:
16cm Ø 410490 red, yellow, blue, green, pink, purple, anthracite
20cm Ø 410500 red, yellow, blue, green, pink, purple, anthracite

Art.No.: Colours:
16cm Ø 410510 red, yellow, blue
20cm Ø 410520 red, yellow, blue
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Yoga Balance Cushion

Multiroll with cover

Multiroll Halfroll with cover

The first inflatable cushion developed specifically for yoga which allows the 
individual to adjust the height as required to obtain a relaxed seating position and 
upright posture. The gentle vibrations of the body are absorbed by the air cushio-
ning and relayed back to the body. Ideal for beginners who have the soft support 
of the cushion as they move and exercise. A mini pump is supplied to make light 
work of inflating and deflating the YOGA Balance Cushion. 
A novel resource to bring variety to your daily yoga routine. 

Experience gentle support with every breath. Air filling allows perfect adjustment 
of the hardness. Relaxation and wellness. Waterproof. Individual pressure control. 
Easy to clean – simply rinse it. Comes in 15 cm diameter.

New - now with cover!

Experience gentle support with every breath. Air filling allows perfect adjustment 
of the hardness. Relaxation and wellness. Waterproof. Individual pressure control. 
Easy to clean.

New - now with cover!

Yoga Balance Cushion

Multiroll® Halfroll with cover

Multiroll® with cover

Size: approx. 50 x 7,5 cm
Packing unit: 4
Contents: in a box

Size: approx. 50 x 15 cm Ø
Packing unit:: 4
Contents: in a box

Art.No.: Colour: 
400028 black, silver with cover

Art.No.: Colour: 
400078 black, silver with cover

Size: approx. 40 x 40 x 35 cm
Packing unit: 4
Contents: in a box, with pump
Material: Ruton
Max. Load: approx. 150 kg

Art.No.: Colour:
400290 purple
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The classic in a new dimension - 60 x 40 cm. Use this small but nevertheless 
generously studded mat in your group sessions (health and fitness) and it will 
awaken the senses of the participants through the soles of their feet. 
You can get the Senso effect in your step classes and dance lessons - so simple, 
safe and uncomplicated.

Size: 60 x 40 cm or 120 x 60 cm
Packing unit: 4
Contents: in deco-box

Art.No.: Colour: Size:
400410 blue 120 x 60 cm
400413 amethyst 120 x 60 cm
400420 amethyst, blue 60 x 40 cm

Packing unit: 10
Contents: in a polybag

Senso Mat

DIN A0 training charts

Senso Ball Geo

For health & fitness departments in stores.
For waiting rooms in doctors’ surgeries and physiotherapy practices. 
Is SERVICE a big priority for you? Give your clients and patients a TOGU training 
chart tailored specifically to their needs to aid their motivation and to provide 
them with a handy training and therapy reference with a varied choice of 
exercises.

Learn more about service and sales-support on page 86.

The new fun and learn ball for kindergarden and leisure time. The variety of 
geometric shapes and bright colours is perfect for increasing perception, concent-
ration and coordination. Ideal grip by using the geometric shapes.
Available in 4 colours and one size.

Senso® Mat 
Senso® Mat XL

Senso® Ball Geo

DIN A0 training charts

Size: DIN A0
Packing unit: 1
Contents: in a box
Specials: textile material, with attachment

Art.No.:
960605

Art.No.: Colour:
465120 red, blue, green, pink (mixed)
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active & healthy

Ulrich Kuhnt
(Manager of the Back School in Hannover, member of the 
 management  team at the German Association of Back Schools) 

„The fact that certain TOGU products have been awarded the 
AGR seal of approval demonstrates  their high quality and helps  
instructors at the back schools select suitable sports equipment 
for their programmes.“

Expert opinion
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Size: 33 cm
Packing unit: 5
Contents: in deco-box with exercise poster
Material: Ruton
Max. load: ca. 200 kg
Specials: AGR certificate

Size: 36 cm
Packing unit: 4
Contents: in deco-box with exercise poster
Material: Ruton
Max. load: ca. 200 kg
Specials: AGR certificate

Size: 33 cm
Packing unit: 5
Contents: in deco-box with exercise poster
Material: Ruton
Max. load: ca. 200 kg
Specials: European Patent No. 0705549, AGR certificate

Size: 36 cm
Packing unit: 4
Contents: in deco-box with exercise poster
Material: Ruton
Max. load: ca. 200 kg
Specials: European Patent No. 0705549, AGR certificate

Dynair ball cushion

Dynair ball cushion XL

Dynair ball cushion Senso XL

Dynair Senso ball cushion

Training back musculature and balance automatically while sitting on it. Space 
saving alternative to large exercise balls. For back training, gymnastics and 
rehabilitation and dynamic sitting. Both sides with a velvety smooth surface. 
Keeps the vertebrae gently in motion. Trains spinal musculature. Can help 
maintain an upright position. Available in 33cm and 36cm diameter.  
European Patent No. 0705549

Training back musculature and balance automatically while sitting on it. The 
legendary reliable Dynair ball cushion in a Senso version. One side with Senso 
knobs, the other side velvety smooth. Space saving alternative to large exercise 
balls. For back training, gymnastics and rehabilitation and dynamic sitting. 
Available in 33cm and 36cm diameter.

Training back musculature and balance automatically while sitting on it. The 
legendary reliable Dynair ball cushion in a Senso version. One side with Senso 
knobs, the other side velvety smooth. Space saving alternative to large exercise 
balls. For back training, gymnastics and rehabilitation and dynamic sitting. 
Available in 33cm and 36cm diameter.

Training back musculature and balance automatically while sitting on it. The 
legendary reliable Dynair ball cushion in a Senso version. One side with Senso 
knobs, the other side velvety smooth. Space saving alternative to large exercise 
balls. For back training, gymnastics and rehabilitation and dynamic sitting. 
Available in 33cm and 36cm diameter.

Dynair® ball cushion

Dynair® Senso® ball cushion

Dynair® ball cushion XL

Dynair® Senso® ball cushion XL

Art.No. : Colour:
400270 red, green, turquise, blue, black, terra, blue-purple

Art.No. : Colour:
400370 red, green, turquise, blue, black, terra, blue-purple

Art.No. : Colour:
400200  red, green, turquise, blue, black, terra, blue-purple
400280 confetti, assorted
400150 marble

Art.No. : Colour:
400300  red, green, turquise, blue, black, terra, blue-purple
400380 confetti, assorted
400350 marble

Dynair® Ballkissen

Dynair® Ballkissen

Dynair® Ballkissen

Dynair® Ballkissen
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Size: 36 cm
Packing unit: 5
Contents: in deco-box with exercise poster
Material: Ruton
Belastbarkeit: ca. 200 kg
Specials: with senso knobs

Size: 40 cm
Packing unit: 4
Contents: in deco-box with exercise poster and pump
Material: Ruton
Max. load: ca. 200 kg
Specials: with senso knobs

Dynair Cardo ball cushion

Dynair Premium wedge ball cushion

Smooth, adjustable air cushion. Allows controlled dynamic sitting due to its 
square shape. Well suited for starting back training or therapy. Strengthens torso 
muscles. Keeps the vertebrae gently in motion and trains spinal musculature. Can 
help maintain an upright position. Especially designed for beginners and elderly.

Comfortable and dynamic sitting with balance effect. Ergonomically shaped 
adjustable air cushion. Strengthens back muscles, can help reduce back problems 
and promotes upright posture. The optimized weight distribution on the thighs 
helps the veins. Ideal combination of ball cushion and wedge cushion in one 
product. Perfect to use on the office chair, at school and at home.

Dynair® Cardo® ball cushion

Dynair® Premium  
wedge ball cushion

Art.No. : Colour: 
400390 black, blue, dark-red, terra, dark-blue

Art.No. : Colour: 
400340 black, blue, dark-red, terra, dark-blue
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Size: 40 x 28 cm
Packing unit: 4
Contents in deco-box with pump
Material: Ruton
Max. load: ca. 200 kg

Size: 40 x 29cm
VPE: 5
Packing unit: in deco-box with pump
Contents: Ruton
Max load: ca. 200 kg

Airgo Active Seat Cushion

Airgo Active Back Cushion with new material

Airgo Active Back Cushion Comfort with new material

Airgo Active Seat Cushion Comfort

No time for workout? Training while sitting on the Airgo in your car or office chair. 
Small delicate movements keep the spine in motion while seated. Anatomically 
shaped to take load off the pelvis and relieve the prostate. Easy to take along: in 
the car, on the bus, at the stadium – always be comfortably seated.

Climate control material. Special material ensures optimal comfort. No time for 
workout? Training while sitting on the Airgo in your car or office chair. Small 
delicate movements keep the spine in motion while seated. Anatomically shaped 
to take load off the pelvis and relieve the prostate. Easy to take along: in the car, 
on the bus, at the stadium – always be comfortably seated.

Pliable air cushion supports comfortable sitting. The spine stays active in a seated 
position. Ideal support to the back during every movement. Promotes upright 
posture. With climate control material. This special material ensures optimal 
comfort and air circulation. 
The classic Airgo back cushion with a new ultralight filling. 
For even greater comfort and more effective back relief when sitting for long 
periods.

Pliable air cushion supports comfortable sitting. The spine stays active in a seated 
position. Ideal support to the back during every movement. Promotes upright 
posture. 
The classic Airgo back cushion with a new ultralight filling. 
For even greater comfort and more effective back relief when sitting for long 
periods.

Airgo® Active Seat Cushion

Airgo® Active Seat Cushion Comfort

Airgo® Active Back Cushion
with new material

Airgo® Active Back Cushion Comfort
with new material

Size: 40 x 28 cm
Packing unit: 4
Contents in deco-box with pump
Material: Ruton
Max. load: ca. 200 kg

Size: 40 x 29 cm
Packing unit: 5
Contents: in deco-box with pump
Material: Ruton
Max load: ca. 200 kg

Art.No. : Colour:
401100 silver

Art.No.: Colour::
401300 black

Art.No.: Colour:
510000 black

Art.No.: Colour:
510100 black
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Size: 40 x 28 cm
Packing unit: 4
Contens: in deco-box with pump
Material: Ruton
Max. load: ca. 200 kg
Specials: climate material

Airgo wheelchair seat cushion

Airgo wheelchair back cushion

Pliable air cushion – adapts to the anatomy. Promotes upright posture. Stimulates 
torso musculature. Fits almost every wheelchair. Can prevent bed sores. Absorbs 
your breathing motions and transforms them into small, delicate movements. 
With high quality (climate control material) cover.

Pliable air cushion – adapts perfectly to the spine and supports every movement. 
Promotes upright posture.
Help the shoulders and neck to relax. Fits almost every wheelchair. Absorbs your 
breathing motions and transforms them into small, delicate movements. With 
high quality (climate control material) cover.
The classic Airgo wheelchair cushion with a new ultralight filling. 
For even greater comfort and more effective back relief when sitting for long 
periods.

Airgo® wheelchair seat cushion

Airgo® wheelchair back cushion
with new material

Size: 40 x 29 cm
Packing unit: 5
Contens: in deco-box with pump
Material: Ruton
Max. load: ca. 200 kg
Specials: climate material

Art.No.: Colour:
401400 black

Art.No.: Colour:
510200 black
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Size: ca. 34 x 15 cm
Packing unit: 4
Contents: in deco-box with exercise poster
Material: Ruton
Max. load: ca. 200 kg
Specials: more information on info@medical-network.org 

3D AirPad set of 2

Dynair Pads/ Senso vein trainer

developed by TOGU and Feri Bogdan. Supports as dynamic surface any kind 
of sports training. Air-filled, with needle valve for individual setting. Safe and 
longlasting material. For indoor and outdoor use.
Available as a set of 2. Find more about 3D Kinesio at info@medical-network.org. 
The 3D Kinesio is considered a movement concept, understanding the human 
body as whole and the spine as its central carrier. It is a movement system which 
unites millennium old far eastern knowledge of body culture mirrored in 3 D 
exercises with modern kinematics. The exercises on the 3D AirPads are preliminary 
for each form of training. The 3D Kinesio concept uses three-dimensional courses 
of motion. 

Dynair Pads / Senso vein trainer
Balance training for active life! Especially for beginners. More safety by step on it 
and stability - because of the low height of the Dynair Pads it is possible to step on 
the ground everytime. Regulated stimuli for the stabilisation system of muscles, 
sinews, ligaments - without sensory overload. Controlled gain of performance. 
Perfect adjust between the Dynair Pads and the arch of foot. Effect of massage by 
soft Senso knobs on one side. Can be used for two-legged or knee standing space 
saving, because of folding and individual pressure adjustment.

3D AirPad set of 2

Dynair® Pads/ Senso® vein trainer

Size: 34 x 33cm
Packing unit: 4
Contents: in deco-box with exercise poster and pump
Material: Ruton
Max. load: ca. 200 kg
Specials: AGR certificate

Art.No.: Colour:
410420 anthracite

Art.No.: Colour:
400610 red, blue-purple

   Dynair® Pads
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Size: 50 x 7,5 cm
Packing unit: 4
Contents: in deco-box with pump
Material: Ruton
Max. load: ca. 200 kg

VPE: 4
Contents: in deco-box with pump
Material: Ruton
Max. load: ca. 200 kg
Specials: also see Multiroll functional page 35

Multiroll

Multiroll Halfroll

Experience gentle support with every breath. Air filling allows perfect adjustment 
of the hardness. Relaxation and wellness. Waterproof. Individual pressure control. 
Easy to clean – simply rinse it. Comes in 15 cm, 20 cm and 15 cm half roll.

New - with cover, see page 19.

Experience gentle support with every breath. Air filling allows perfect adjustment 
of the hardness. Relaxation and wellness. Waterproof. Individual pressure control. 
Easy to clean.

New - with cover, see page 19.

Multiroll®

Multiroll® Halfroll

Art.No.: Colour: 
400020 black, silver

Art.No.: Colour: Size:
400070 black, silver 50 x 15 cm
400080 black, silver 50 x 20 cm
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Packing unit: 4
Contents: in deco-box with exercise poster
Material: Crylon
Max. load: 500 kg loadable (90 kg ABS guarantee)
Specials: optional DVD available, AGR certificate

Packing unit: 4
Contents: in deco-box with exercise poster
Material: Crylon
Max. load: 1000 kg loadable (170/120 kg ABS guarantee)
Specials: optional DVD available, AGR certificate

Powerball  ABS

Powerball Premium  ABS

The large gymnastics ball from 35 cm to 75 cm: Guaranteed safety thanks to the 
patented Anti-Burst-System*. Each size in 6 different colours. With the classic 
TOGU double groove. Effective, dynamic back training. Diverse and easy. Does not 
roll away when you stand up. 
(*see instruction for use) 
 
Safety category 4 **** 
Patent Nr. P 44 34 889.4; U.S. Pat. Nr. 5766707

Find the right size for your ABS®-Ball

Even stronger: the large gymnastics ball from 45 cm to 75 cm. Each size in 6 
different colours. Effective, dynamic back training. Diverse and easy. Does not roll 
away when you stand up. Guaranteed safety thanks to the patented Anti-Burst-
System*.

*see instruction for use 

Safety category 5 *****

Powerball®  ABS®

Powerball® Premium  ABS®

Art.No.: Colour: Size 0:
- - Marble 35 cm 
407460 Marble 45 cm
407560 Marble 55 cm
407660 Marble 65 cm
407760 Marble 75 cm

Art.No.: Colour: Size 0:
406360 red, green, blue, silver, terra 35 cm
406450 red, green, blue, silver, terra 45 cm
406550 red, green, blue, silver, terra 55 cm
406650 red, green, blue, silver, terra 65 cm
406750 red, green, blue, silver, terra 75 cm

Art.No. : Colour: Size 0:
400460 red, green, blue, orange, silver 45 cm
400560 red, green, blue, orange, silver 55 cm
400660 red, green, blue, orange, silver 65 cm
400760 red, green, blue, orange, silver 75 cm

Small Medium Large Xtra Large
= 36 cm 0 bis 
max. 45 cm 0
 

body height 
to 155 cm  

= 46 cm 0 bis 
max. 55 cm 0
 

body height 
156 - 165 cm 

= 56 cm 0 bis 
max. 65 cm 0
 

body height  
166 - 178 cm 

= 66 cm 0 bis 
max. 75 cm 0
 

body height  
from 178 cm 
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Packing unit: 4
Contents: in deco-box with exercise poster
Material: Crylon
Max. load: 1000 kg loadable (170/120 kg ABS guarantee)

Packing unit: 4
Contents: in deco-box with exercise poster
Material: Crylon
Max. load: 500 kg loadable (120 kg ABS guarantee)
Specials: approved for the workplace

Powerball Premium ABS Maternity

Sitzball ABS

Especially with a poster for exercises during pregnancy. From 55 cm to 75 cm. 
Ideal and absolutely safe also whilst giving birth. Guaranteed safety thanks to the 
patented Anti-Burst-System*.

*see instruction for use

Safety category 5 *****

Developed especially for work and learning environment. Does not roll away when 
you stand up. Special ABS characteristics. Active, dynamic and safe sitting. Train 
back and abdominals while seated. Guaranteed safety thanks to the patented 
Anti- Burst-System*. 
 
*see instruction for use

Powerball® Premium ABS® Maternity

Sitzball ABS®

Art.No. : Colour: Size 0:
401560 silver 55 cm
401660 silver 65 cm
401760 silver 75 cm

Art.No. Colour: Size 0:
408460 blue, silver 45 cm
408560 blue, silver 55 cm
408660 blue, silver 65 cm
408760 blue, silver 75 cm
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Size: ca. 80 cm x 55 cm; seat height 55 - 70 cm
Packing unit: 1
Contents: in a box (deflated)
Material: Ruton with plug valve
Max. load: ca. 200 kg
Specials: Burst-Proof-Guarantee up to 120 kg

Pendel Ball

Dynair-A

Back problems? Try the Pendel Ball and be surprised. Just lay on it and feel better. 
Absolutely safe and inflatable tool for training and therapy.
What makes the Pendel Ball exceptional is its oval form. For this reason the 
Pendel Ball offers more surface in contact with the ground and with the exercising 
person, then a normal training ball.
This leads to a great advantage during full body training, because the Pendel Ball 
won´t roll away. A wide array of applications becomes possible e.g coordination, 
balance, functional spinal training, fitness training, physio and ergotherapy, as 
well as natal preparation and back building gymnastics. Furthermore the Pendel 
Ball possesses a high level of bouncing characteristic.
The seat height can be varied from 55 to 70 cm by inflating.
Gebrauchsmuster Nr.: 20 2005 004 166.1

The Dynair-A is an inflated threefold pillow. It was developed together with 
Karin Albrecht especially for the Antara® training concept. The achievable body 
position, possible application as well as training effects are very unique. The way 
the Dynair-A is constructed, in particular the air filling, cause the sensorimotoric 
stimuli to work into depth so that the local muscles can actually react. Dynair-A 
lends itself to any training especially for a therapeutic application.  

www.antara-training.ch

Size: ca. 3x36 cm
Packing unit: 1
Contents: in a box with pump
Material: Ruton
Max. load: ca. 200 kg
Specials: also available with training-DVD

Art.No.: Colour:
400409 purple

Art.No.: Colour:
400320 blue

Pendel® Ball

Dynair®-A

   Pendel® Ball
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TOGU® FitPack® Physio

Size: ca. 15 x 6,5 cm and 430 g
Packing unit: 1
Contents: in a box
Material: Ruton with metal-sand filling
Max. load: ca. 200 kg
Specials: special button for acupunct

Art.No.: Colour:
410430 silver-grey

Bodybone®

Size: ca. 26 x 14 cm
Packing unit: 1
Contents: in a box
Material: Ruton with plug- and needle-valve
Max. load: ca. 200 kg

Art.No.: Colour: 
410440 silver-grey

Bodybone

TOGU FitPack Physio

Bodybone XL

Physiotherapy, Sporttherapy, Chirotherapy, Massage, Health Courses, Fitness

Just lay on it and relax. Feel the relaxation after a hard training session or work 
day. An outstanding and anatomically aligned tool, the Bodybone can be used 
methodically in any therapy and training to loosen up tensions and blockades 
in the entire spinal area. A special attachment, developed in particular for trig-
gerpoint- and acupuncture massage, is positioned on one end of the Bodybone. 
Due to the size and stiffness of the material the Bodybone can be placed on 
spinal areas, where a smooth expansion will relax the stressed muscle. Extremely 
effective while applied in a massage of tense lateral spinal muscles, the LWS area, 
as well as all muscles on the surface and extremities.  As an additional weight 
very useful for back training, abdominal and extremities training in the field of 
fitness and therapy.  

The perfect transport solution for Personal Trainers and everybody who aims to be 
mobile and in good shape with smart features for stowing even the small tools. 
Original Chiemsee travel bag in TOGU Design. Longlasting and robust as extra bag 
or special set including Piloga tools availabe. Contents: 1 Aero-Step XL functional, 
1 Dynair Ball cushion 33cm, 1 Powerball ABS 65 cm, 1 Powerball Pump, 2 Stonies 
1kg, 1 Powertube Vario, 1 OS Roller Premium, 1 TOGU Balance Board

Just lay on it and relax. Feel the XL relaxation after a hard training session or work 
day. Ideal for expanding the trunk musculature. Used as a pad during strength 
training, the Bodybone XL hampers any easy exercise and takes the workout 
to new dimensions. Stability and Balance exercises can be made more difficult 
when the Bodybone XL is employed as an instable platform. It offers an excellent 
support for the neck in a dorsal position as well as a relieve for hands and feet in 
a therapy.

Size: ca. 75 x 42 x 30 cm
Packing unit: 1
Contents: in a box

Art.No.: Colour: 
805007 black

Bodybone® XL
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Dr.med. Gerrit Sommer:
Sports medicine – Chirotherapy – Naturopathy
Doctor for the German National Snowboard Team

“With the Jumper, TOGU has launched a first-class fitness tool on 
the market. In terms of its functionality, versatility and safety, it 
is undoubtedly the best product in its class. From the aspect of 
sports medicine, it is a valuable addition both in the prevention 
and rehabilitation of ankle, knee and hip injuries and in proprio-
ceptive training during popular and professional sports.”

Expert opinion

Fitness and Sports
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Jumper

Dynair® Golf Pro

Jumper mini

New highlight for your health and fitness. Choose the Jumper  workout and be fit. 
Approved Dynair technology (2/3 ball). Extremely dynamic rebound effect. More 
stability for joints and ankles. Don‘t slip away even on glossy surfaces. Better Grip 
material. Both sides to use. Vibration transfer. 
Integrated Easy-Store-System without extra cost. 
 

The enhancement of Dynair technology for all Golfers. Adjusted especially to 
the needs of modern golf technique. With the Dynair Golf Pro you will find your 
balance much faster and improve your stability and precision. It can be used at 
home, in a training room or on the course.

The Jumper as mini version. Ideal for one leg excercises and rehabilitation. 
Approved Dynair technology (2/3 ball). Extremely dynamic rebound effect. More 
stability for joints and ankles. Don‘t slip away even on glossy surfaces. Better Grip 
material. Both sides to use. Vibration transfer.  

Jumper®

Jumper® mini

Dynair® Golf Pro

Size: 52 x max. 24 cm
Packing unit: 2
Contents: in deco-box with exercise poster  and pump
Material: Ruton, fiberglass-strengthened plate
Max. load: ca. 200 kg
Specials: optional DVD available, AGR-quality-seal, Easy-Store-System

Size: 36 x max. 18 cm
Packing unit: 2
Contents: in deco-box with exercise poster
Material: Ruton, fiberglass-strenghened plate
Max. load: ca. 120 kg
Specials: optional DVD available, AGR-quality-seal 

Size:  ca. 36 x 10 cm
Packing unit: 1
Contents: set of 2 in box
Material: Ruton with needle valve
Max. load: ca. 200 kg
Specials: Golf special on www.togu.de

Art.No.: Colour:
410202 red with a black plate

Art.No.: Colour:
410302 red with a black plate

Art.No.: Colour: 
410350 green with a black plate

      Jumper

      Jumper

Dynair® Golf Pro
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Packing unit: 1
Contents: in a box
Material: high quality GFK-PP
Max. load: 120 kg

Size: 51 x 37 x 8 cm
Packing unit: 4
Contents: in deco-box with exercise poster and pump
Material: Ruton
Belastbarkeit: ca. 200 kg
Specials: AGR- quality-seal

Size: 51 x 37 x 8 cm
Packing unit: 4
Contents: in deco-box with exercise poster and pump
Material: Ruton
Max. load: ca. 200 kg
Specials: optional DVD available, AGR- quality-seal

TOGU Balance Board

Aero-Step XL functional

Aero-Step XL

in 3 different levels: red, green and blue. Due to different shaped radii. Very 
effective and longlasting due to special plastics material. Lower weight than 
wooden material.

The next step to stability! For advanced learner. The approved tool, with the twin 
air chamber system provides training with maximal effect. More intensive training 
for the deep lying musculature apperception, processing of stimuli and stability 
will be trained and enhanced. Applicable. Very variable, applicable using on 
standing, kneeling, or lying down very robust. For using in rehabilitation, fitness 
or at home. Especially designed for Functional Training.

The next step to stability! For advanced learner. The approved tool, with the twin 
air chamber system provides training with maximal effect. More intensive training 
for the deep lying musculature apperception, processing of stimuli and stability 
will be trained and enhanced. Applicable. Very variable, applicable using on 
standing, kneeling, or lying down very robust. For using in rehabilitation, fitness 
or at home. Over 1000 soft knobs massage to enhance blood circulation

TOGU® Balance Board

Aero-Step® XL

Aero-Step® XL functional

Art.No.: Colour:
400510 blue, green, silver-grey, red, black

Art.No.: Colour: 
400590 red, black, silver-grey

Art.No. Level: Coulor : Size:
410402 Level I (easy) Black with red 40 x 8 cm
410406 Level II (medium) Black with green 40 x 9,5cm
410404 Level III (hard) Black with blue 40 x 9,5cm

  Aero-Step®XL

  Aero-Step®XL
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Dynair ball cushion  XXL Level III

Multiroll Functional

Dynair ball cushion  XXL Level IV

Feel and train the deeper laying musculature. Level III: strong. The Dynair ball 
cushion XXL level III is more difficult and labile than Dynair ball cushion level I and 
II. It‘s challenging and boosts the performance for everyone to use it, because of 
the diameter of 50 cm. It is a perfect tool in prevention, therapy or at home.

To set an intensively training stimulus. Length 80 cm, diameter 18 cm. Air filled, 
adaptable by valve. Instable roll for functional training. Variable exercises possible. 
Applicable in gym, at home or on the road.

Level IV: extra strong. The Dynair ball cushion XXL level IV is a brilliant tool for 
professional athletes, high level coordination and stability training. Because of a 
very labile design, it‘s a great challenge for a much better performance.

Dynair® ball cushion XXL  
Level III

Dynair® ball cushion  XXL  
Level IV

Multiroll® Functional

Size: 50 cm
Packing unit: 2
Contents: in deco-box with exercise poster and pump
Material: Ruton
Max. load: ca. 200 kg
Specials: optional DVD available, AGR quality-seal

Size: 50 cm
Packing unit: 2
Contents: in deco-box with exercise poster and pump
Material: Ruton
Max. load: ca. 200 kg
Specials: optional DVD available, AGR quality-seal

Size: 80 x 18 cm
Packing unit: 4
Contents: with pump in a poly-bag
Material: Ruton
Max. load: ca. 200 kg
Specials: optional DVD available

Art.No.: Colour:
400404 blue

Art.No.: Colour:
400406 black

Art.No.: Colour: 
400010 black, silver, red

Dynair®XXL

Dynair®XXL
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Packing unit: 4
Contents: in deco-box with exercise poster
Material: Crylon
Max. load: 1000 kg loadable (170/120 kg ABS guarantee)
Specials: optional DVD available, AGR-quality-seal

Powerball ABS Sport

Powerball Premium ABS Sport

from 45 cm to 75 cm. Each size in 6 different colours. With the classic TOGU double 
groove. Effective, dynamic back training. Diverse and easy. Does not roll away 
when you stand up. Guaranteed safety thanks to the patented Anti-Burst-
System*. 
*see instruction for use
Safety category 4 **** 
 
Patent Nr. P 44 34 889.4; U.S. Pat. Nr. 5766707 
 
 
Find the right size for your ABS®-Ball

from 45 cm to 75 cm. Eeach size in 6 different colours. Effective, dynamic back 
training. Diverse and easy. Does not roll away when you stand up. Guaranteed 
safety thanks to the patented Anti-Burst-System*.

(*see instruction for use)

Safety category 5 *****

Powerball® ABS® Sport

Powerball® Premium ABS® Sport

Art.No.: Colour: Size :
402450 red, green, blue, silver, terra 45 cm
402550 red, green, blue, silver, terra 55 cm
402650 red, green, blue, silver, terra 65 cm
402750 red, green, blue, silver, terra 75 cm

Art.No. Colour: Size  :
413450 red, green, blue, orange, silver 45 cm
413550 red, green, blue, orange, silver 55 cm
413650 red, green, blue, orange, silver 65 cm
413750 red, green, blue, orange, silver 75 cm

Packing unit: 4
Contents: in deco-box with exercise podter
Material: Crylon
Max. load: 500 kg loadable (90 kg ABS guarantee)
Specials: optional DVD available, AGR-quality-seal

Art.No.: Colour: Size 0:
412450 Marble 45 cm
412550 Marble 55 cm
412560 Marble 65 cm
412750 Marble 75 cm

Small Medium Large Xtra Large
= 36 cm 0 up to 
max. 45 cm 0
 

body height 
to 155 cm  

= 46 cm 0 up to 
max. 55 cm 0
 

body height 
156 - 165 cm 

= 56 cm 0 up to 
max. 65 cm 0
 

body height  
166 - 178 cm 

= 66 cm 0 up to 
max. 75 cm 0
 

body height  
from 178 cm 
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Powerball Challenge ABS

The ball for Functional Training. The professionals choice. Extra safety for perfor-
mance sports, strength training and sports physiotherapy. Keeps its shape but is 
still bouncy. Guaranteed burst proof up to 500 kg even when punctured during 
use. Size can be adjusted from 55 cm to 65 cm.  
 
Safety category 6 ******

Powerball® Challenge ABS®

Powerball® Extreme ABS®

Size: 55 - 65 cm one size fits all 
Packing unit: 4
Contents: in deco-box with exercise poster
Material: Crylon
Max. load: 2000 kg (500 kg ABS guarantee)
Specials: AGR-quality-seal

Art.No.: Colour:
407750 silver-grey

Powerball Extreme ABS

The most durable ball by TOGU®. Even for the most extreme safety demands in 
power sports and with extreme pressure. Guaranteed burst proof up to 1.000 kg 
even when punctured during use. Size can be set adjusted from 55 cm to 70 cm. 
For heavy duty use with big loads or as an alternative for a bench. 

Safety category 7 *******

Size 55 -70 cm one size fits all
Packing unit: 2
Contents: in deco-box with exercise poster
Material: Eviron
Max. load: 3000 kg (1000 kg ABS guarantee)

Art.No.: Colour:
416000 blue-transparent
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Packing unit: 6
Contents: with exercise poster in foil
Material: EVA

OS Roller Premium

TOGU Brasil set of 2

Moonhopper Sport

to use in Functional Training and Personal Training. Variable exercises possible. 
Consists of heavy-duty EVA foam material.  Available in 45 und 90 cm length. 
Non-slip surface.

The intelligent filling of air and weight offers you specific movement feedback 
(shake effect). Deep muscle training for the health and figure. Firming effects and 
preventative back training through minimal movement amplitude. Uncomplica-
ted and effective even with 5 minutes training a day. Protects the joints due to 
the low weight: 270 g each. Ergonomically designed, can be re-shaped thanks to 
air filling. 
 
originally with the TOGU Brasil wristband

The Moonhopper for adults. Reinforced board (up to 110kg). The jumping 
gyroscope for excellent ankle stability.  Is therapy or play time?

OS Roller Premium

Moonhopper® Sport

TOGU® Brasil® set of 2

Art.No. Colour: Size:
400057 anthrazite 45 x 15 cm
400067 anthrazite 90 x 15 cm

Size: ca. 50 cm
Packing unit: 5
Contents: in polybag
Material: Ruton
Max. load: 110 kg 

Size: 540 g (set of 2)
Packing unit: 15
Contents: in a polybag with exercise poster, yellow rubber band
Material: Ruton

Art.No.: Colour: 
666700 blue with black

Art.No.: Colour:
470636 green
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Packing unit: 2
Contents: bulk
Material: Hytrel

Contents: single in deco-box
Material: Ruton

Material: Ruton
Specials: needle valve

Stonies – The Toning ball

Medicine ball

Hot Shots

Effective exercises with small „power tools“. From 0.5 kg up to 2.5 kg. Because of 
the round design, they are slip-proof and the weight is in the centre of the hand. 
No unpleasent stress on the wrist. More effective training in a combination with 
other tools. for using in single or group trainings.

Latex-free weight balls. Slip-proof. For your training of stability, coordination and 
power more effectiveness is possible by using more tools together. From 0.5 kg up 
to 5 kg. Preserves floors and walls. Very dynamic and bouncy.

Indestructible and save handy and nevertheless powerful. From 3 kg up to 9 kg. 
Easy to handle, because of the design for effective exercises with weights. To use 
indoor and outdoor

Stonies® – The Toning® ball 

Hot Shots

Medicine ball

Art.No. : Colour: Weight: Packing unit
638051 silver-grey, yellow, red, blue, green 500 g 4
638101 silver-grey, yellow, red, blue, green 1000 g 4
638151 silver-grey, yellow, red, blue, green 1500 g 4
638201 silver-grey, yellow, red, blue, green 2000 g 2
638251 silver-grey, yellow, red, blue, green 2500 g 2

Art.Nr.: Colour: Size: Weight: Packing unit
420500 red, brown 21 cm 500 g 20
420800 blue, brown 21 cm 800 g 20
421000 red, brown 21 cm 1000 g 20
421500 brown 28 cm 1500 g 8
422000 brown 28 cm 2000 g 8
423000 blue, brown 28 cm 3000 g 8
424000 green, brown 34 cm  4000 g 4
425000 red, brown 34 cm 5000 g 4

Art.No.: Colour: Size: Ø approx. Weight:
660030 black 11 cm 3000 g
660040 black 11 cm 4000 g
660050 black 12,5 cm 5000 g
660060 black 13,5 cm 6000 g
660070 black 13,5 cm 7000 g
660080 black 13,5 cm 8000 g
660090 black 13,5 cm 9000 g
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MyBall

Powerband

MyBall Soft

Ball training at home, fun or just a pleasant change. Get the body into great shape 
– stretch, strengthen and mobilize. Very bouncy. Good size stability. 

Small tool – great effect. Stretch, strengthen or condition. Ideal for travel. 
Available in 3 level.

Ball training at home, fun or just a pleasant change. Get the body into great shape 
– stretch, strengthen and mobilize. Very bouncy. Good size stability. Foam surface 
for an extra soft feeling.

MyBall

MyBall Soft

Powerband 

Packing unit: 4
Contents: in deco-box with exercise poster
Material: Ruton
Max. load: ca. 500kg
Specials: more Colours: Clear Marina , Gloss und Marble see page 98

Packing unit: 4
Contents: in deco-box with exercise poster
Material: Ruton
Max. load: ca. 500kg

Packing unit: 10
Contents: with exercise poster in a polybag
Material: Latex
Specials: Powerband length 25m– 15 cm wide (price on request)

Art.No. : Colour: Size: :
414600 red, green, turquoise, blue 45 cm
415600 red, green, turquoise, blue 55 cm
416600 red, green, turquoise, blue 65 cm
417600 red, green, turquoise, blue 75 cm

Art.Nr.: Colour: Size: :
418450 perl-white, ruby red, dark gray 45 cm
418550 perl-white, ruby red, dark gray 55 cm
418650 perl-white, ruby red, dark gray 65 cm
418750 perl-white, ruby red, dark gray 75 cm

Size: Art.No. : Art.No. : Art.No. :
Light / green Heavy / purple Extra heavy / red

120 x 7,5 cm / with clip 650100 650120 650130
120 x 15 cm / with clip 650200 650220 650230
500 x 7,5 cm 650300 650320 650330
500 x 15 cm 650350 650370 650380
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WaterPower Ball

The new WaterPower Ball promises a revolutionary challenge in functional 
training, due to its dynamic weight consisting of water inside. Safe and effective.
With each movement the vitality of water comes in into effect as a centrifugal 
mass that generates a multiple weight factor - Feel and experience the vitality 
of water!
Yet with marginal water filling each medicine ball exercise becomes a real 
challenge. Any weight desired for gaining different training goals and adjustment 
to any individual fitness level is possible by the quantity of water. 

WaterPower Roll

The WaterPower principle is utilized with its centrifugal water mass inside the roll.
Through a specially devised grip on the side of the roll, shaking moves in front of 
the body will give a great challenge. At the same time the core will be strengthe-
ned. Simultaneously body-stabilizing exercises can be carried out save and sound 
on the side and behind the back.
Even in a ventral or dorsal position the Water Power Roll unfolds a variety of 
exercises and exacerbates training conditions.
Training can be boosted in a reasonable way according to the individual fitness 
condition, thanks to the adjustable amount of water, which makes up the weight.

WaterPower Ring

The WaterPower Ring is yet another innovative product of the WaterPower line. 
Perfectly suitable for all swing exercises at all levels, sideways or behind the body, 
the WaterPower Ring lets you feel the vitality of water. 
The free centrifugal mass inside the ring transfers a higher force to all stabilizing 
muscles  around the arms  joints and finally also to the trunk. It is an ideal tool for 
all fitness- and health courses during core- and extremities training.

Trimpact

Shake it – be fit. Made for running and walking training this set is ergonomically 
shaped and encloses a pair of light barbells with a special filling. 
This way the use of arms is being intensified while exercising and at the same 
time the rate at which calories are burned is increasing. Moving the Trimpacts in 
a right and dynamic way will cause the centrifugal mass inside the Trimpact to 
generate an impulse, thus leading to more muscle input and an accustic feedback 
for the athlete.

Art.No.: Colour:
470646 blue
Size: ca. 17,5 x 5,5 cm and 430 g each
Packing unit: 1
Contents: set of 2 in a box
Material: Ruton 
Max. load: ca. 200 kg

Art.No.: Colour:
410450 blue
Size: max. 50 cm 
Packing unit: 1
Contents: in a box (deflated without water filling)
Material: Ruton 
Max. load: ca. 200 kg

Art.No.: Colour:
410460 blue
Size: ca. 80 cm 
Packing unit: 1
Contents: in a box (deflated without water filling)
Material: Ruton 
Max. load: ca. 200 kg 

Art.No.: Colour:
410470 blue
Size: ca. 30 cm 
Packing unit: 1
Contents: in box (ring already filled with water)
Material: Ruton 
Max. load: ca. 200 kg

WaterPower® Ball

Trimpact®

WaterPower® Roll

WaterPower® Ring
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Name

Name

Name

Size: ca. 75 x 42 x30 cm
Packing unit: 1
Contents: in a box

TOGU FitPack Functional

TOGU FT Corner (without filling)

TOGU FT-Coach Package 1

The perfect transport solution for Personal Trainers and everybody who aims to be 
mobile and in good shape with smart features for stowing even the small tools. 
Original Chiemsee travel bag in TOGU Design. Longlasting and robust as extra bag 
or special set including Piloga tools availabe. Contents: 1 Aero-Step XL functional, 
2 Stonies 1kg, 1 Powertube Vario, 1 Powerball ABS 65 cm, 1 Powerball Pump, 1 
Easy Mat, 1 OS Roller Premium, 1 DVD Perfect Shape Aero-Step XL functional

The intelligent complete solution for gyms, training centers, schools and clubs 
made in high quality MDF material. The advanced design guarantees a space 
saving and mobile solution. Usable also as display for your training programms. 
Including instructions for easy assembling.

The complete solution for gyms, clubs and studios adepted for the seminar 
concept TOGU FT-Coach  with all important TOGU classics for a perfect Functional 
Training. Content: 1x Powerball Challenge ABS, 2x Aero-Step XL functional, 1x 
Dynair XXL Ballkissen, 2x Dynair Ballkissen Senso 33cm, 1x Multiroll functional, 
1x Jumper, je 1x Slastix Toner (Level 2-4), 1x each Medizinball (1, 2, 3 kg), 1x each 
Hot Shots (3,4 kg), je 2x Stonies (1, 2 kg), 1x OS Roller Premium, 1x OS Roller 
Premium 90cm, 1x Dynair Minis (4er Set) 20cm, 2x Brasil 2er-Set 
 
 
2 Bodybone, 1 each Core Slastix (Level 1-4), 1 each Slastix Loops (Level 1-4), 5  
Hurdles small, 5 Hurdles large, 1 Tragegurt, 1 Functional Training ladder,1 The 
Slider, 1 Accellerator, 1 All Leg Speed Builder, 1 The Cat, 1 Tandem Tow

TOGU® FitPack® Functional

TOGU® FT-Coach Package part 1 and 2

TOGU® FT Corner

Packing unit: 1
Contents: in a box

Art.No.: Colour:
902020 silver-grey

TOGU FT-Coach Package 2

Art.No.: Colour: 
805004 black

Art.No. Colour:
805008 part 1 mixed
805003 part 2 mixed

Size: ca. 75 x 42 x 30 cm  ca. 70kg 
Packing unit: 1
Contents: in a box with Assembly instructions
Material: MDF
Max. load: approx.: 100 kg
Specials: individual filling possible
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Piloga® - Pilates Wellness Yoga

Katharina Harvey:

„As an instructor and personal trainer, it is my  goal to motivate 
my clients by making them enjoy motion, to support them in 
achieving a positive perception of their body and to ensure a high 
level of training efficiency .
That is why I love working with TOGU products: they help me to 
keep the single and group training exciting and diversified.“

Expert opinion
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In sizes 18 cm, 22 cm und 26 cm. Soft and durable. Small – essential. The “foldab-
le“ ball for Mind-Body, Pilates, wellness and fitness! 

Also available as set with DVD of Michaela Busch und Gunda Slomka

Packing unit: ca. 16 cm
Packing unit: 20
Contents: in polybag
Material: foamed PVC
Max load: a. 120 kg during lying exercises
Specials: www.body-mind-spirit.ch

Spirit-Ball

Designed by Lucia Nirmala-Schmidt. Extra thick wall. Scent-free. diameter ca. 
16 cm

Art.No.: Colour:
491200 ruby-red

Packing unit: 16
Contents: in deco-box with exercise poster
Material: foamed PVC
Max load: ca. 120 kg during lying exercises

Redondo Ball

Feel Redondo Ball

In sizes 18 cm, 22 cm und 26 cm. Soft and durable. Small – essential. The “foldab-
le“ ball for Mind-Body, Pilates, wellness and fitness!

Redondo® Ball 

Feel Redondo® Ball

Art.No. : Colour: Size: 
491300 anthrazite ca. 18 cm
491000 blue ca. 22 cm
491100 ruby-red ca. 26 cm

Art.No.: Specials: Colour:
491600 without DVD green
491608 with DVD green
Size: ca. 26 cm
Packing unit: 16
Contents: in deco-box
Material: foamed PVC
Max load: ca. 120 kg during lying exercises

Spirit-Ball
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Pilates Circle Premium

Robust but light fibre ring. Diameter ca. 35 cm. Strengthening of muscles, through 
resistance training. Variable exercises possible. Suited for single and group 
training. For using at the gym or at home.

Size: ca. 35 cm 0
Packing unit: 10
Contents: in deco-box

Art.No.: Colour:
493500 black

For “Power Pilates” programs by Juliana Afram. Soft and durable.

Size: ca. 30 cm
Packing unit: 25
Contents: in polybag
Material: foamed PVC
Max load: ca. 120 kg during lying exercises

Pilates Ballance Ball

Pilates Ball Power Pilates

For challenging Pilates exercises. Design by Christin Kuhnert. Extra large and soft.Pilates Ballance Ball

Pilates Ball Power Pilates

Pilates Circle Premium

Art.No.: Colour:
492000 blue

Size: ca. 26 cm 0
Packing unit: 25
Contents: in polybag
Material: foamed PVC
Max load: ca. 120 kg during lying exercises

Art.No.: Colour:
492100 blue
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Effective exercises with small „power tools“. From 0.5 kg up to 2.5 kg. Because of 
the round design, they are slip-proof and the weight is in the centre of the hand. 
No unpleasent stress on the wrist. More effective training by a combination with 
more or other tools. for using in single or group trainings.

Pilates Foamroller Premium

Contents: single in deco-box
Material: Ruton
Max. load: ca. 200 kg

Art.No. Colour: ca. Weight: Packing unit:
638051 silver-grey, yellow, red, blue, green 500 g 4
638101 silver-grey, yellow, red, blue, green 1000 g 4
638151 silver-grey, yellow, red, blue, green 1500 g 4
638201 silver-grey, yellow, red, blue, green 2000 g 2
638251 silver-grey, yellow, red, blue, green 2500 g 2

Pilates Multiroll

Special design for Pilates and stability exercises. Adjustable air pressure sets the 
level of difficulty. Pleasant, smooth surface. Can be combined with the Redondo 
Ball and Stonies.

Relax-Nex

Pilates Foamroller Premium

Relieve the spine. Sink into deep relaxation. Have your head supported by a 
smooth air cushion. During meditation, sunbathing or sports. May relief tension-
headaches. Hygienic and washable.

A wide range of exercises possible. This firm roll consist of durable EVA foam 
material. A length of 90 cm. Resists slipping away during the training. For using at 
the gym or at home.

Relax-Nex®

Size: 90 x 15 cm
Packing unit: 6
Contents: in foil with exercise poster
Material: EVA Material
Max load: ca. 150 kg

Size: 23,5x11cm
Packing unit: 16
Contents: in deco-box
Material: Ruton
Max. load: ca. 200 kg
Specials: new in piloga-packaging line

Art.No.: Colour:
400047 purple

Art.No.: Colour:
400470 silver-grey, amethyst

Stonies – The Toning Ball

Size: 80 x 18 cm
Packing unit: 4
Contents: in poly-bag with pump
Material: Ruton
Max. load: 200 kg
Specials: available as a set with DVD

Art.No.: Colour:
400030 black, silver, red

Stonies® – The Toning® Ball 

Pilates Multiroll®
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Size: ca. 75 x 42 x 30 cm
Packing unit:: 1
Contents: in a box

Size: 50 cm
Packing unit: 2
Contents: in deco-box with exercise poster and pump
Material: Ruton
Max. load: ca. 200 kg 
Specials: available as a set with DVD, AGR certificate

Size: ca. 80 cm
Packing unit: 1
Contents: in a box
Material: Ruton with plug valve
Max. load: ca. 200 kg
Specials: also suitable for children

Dynair XXL Meditation and Yoga

TOGU FitPack Piloga

Dynair Extreme

A TOGU classic with new dimensions. The Dynair XXL Meditation absorbs any 
motion and transforms them into small gentle movements. This enhances 
body awareness, breathing and facilitates concentration. Individual pressure 
adjustment possible.

The perfect transport solution for Personal Trainers and everybody who aims to be 
mobile and in good shape with smart features for stowing even the small tools. 
Original Chiemsee travel bag in TOGU Design. Longlasting and robust as extra bag 
or special set including Piloga tools availabe. Contents: 1 Dynair XXL Ball cushion, 
1 Redondo ball 22cm, 2 Stonies 1kg, 1 Easy Mat, 1 Powertube Step, 1 Pilates 
Foamroller, 1 Pilates Circle

Sit on it and feel good. Brings you automatically in a upright and healthy position. 
The Dynair Extreme is the most recent and largest member coming from the 
Dynair family. With a diameter of 80 cm and a hight of 18 cm it is perfectly suited 
as a meditation pillow and seat cushion. Smooth vibrations are being absorbed 
immediately by the cushion and emitted to the spine. In order to keep up a calm 
seating position small adjusting moves have to be made all the time, thus beco-
ming a challenge for the spinal muscles and trunk muscles. Furthermore spinal 
training and exercises for improving trunk stability can be carried out perfectly 
in a dorsal or ventral position. Like all Dynair ball cushions, the Dynair Extreme 
is equipped with our well proven knobs on one side and with a smooth and soft 
surface on the other side.
Therefore the Dynair Extreme suits also extremely well as a therapy cushion for 
certain disease patterns such as paresis, sensoric and motoric deficits or neurologi-
cal and muscle dysfunctions.

Dynair® XXL Meditation and Yoga

Dynair® Extreme

TOGU® FitPack® Piloga

Art.No.: Colour:
400402 red

Art.No.: Colour:
400408 purple

Dynair®XXL

Art.No.: Colour:
805006 black

Dynair® Extreme
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Relax release & soothe
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Knobbed balls

Bodyroll in a set of 2

A classic for reflex zone massage. Improves circulation and relaxation. For use 
in therapy and at home. Soft pleasant knobs. With needle valve for individual 
pressure setting. In 6, 8, 9 and 10 cm.

Roll – enjoy. Simple and effective. The massage roll for the entire body. Soft, 
gentle knobs. Ideal for foot reflex massage. Wide contact surface.

Knobbed balls

Bodyroll® in a set of 2

Size: 13 x 6 cm
Packing unit: 10
Contents: in deco-box with exercise poster
Material: Ruton
Max. load: ca. 150 kg

Art.No.: Colour: Size: Packing unit
462500 orange 6 cm 100
463000 yellow 8 cm 100
463500 red 9 cm 50
464000 blue 10 cm 50

Art.No.: Colour: Size: Packing unit
462501 orange 6 cm 36
463001 yellow 8 cm 36
463501 red 9 cm 32
464001 blue 10 cm 36

Art.No.: Colour: Size: Packing unit
463008 amethyst 8 cm 100
463508 amethyst 9 cm 50
464008 amethyst 10 cm 50

Art.No.: Colour: Size: Packing unit
463003 amethyst 8 cm 36
463503 amethyst 9 cm 32
464003 amethyst 10 cm 36

Art.No.: Colour: Size: Packing unit
463300 apple 8 cm 100
463350 pink 9 cm 50

Art.No.: Colour: Size: Packing unit
463301 apple 8 cm 36
463351 pink 9 cm 32

Classic

Classic Set of 2 in deco-box

Trend

Trend Set of 2 in deco-box

Art.No.: Colour:
460200 red, blue, amethyst
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Size: 120 x 60 cm
Packing unit: 4
Contents: in deco-box
Material: Ruton

Size: 20 x 10,5 cm
Packing unit: 15
Contents: in deco-box
Material: Ruton

Senso Ball 

Massage-Nex

Senso Mat / Senso Mat XL

Roll – massage – enhance blood circulation. Gently activate the body. Stimulate 
meridians – start the energy flow. Stimulating knobs on the entire ball for long 
lasting effects. Sizes:  23 cm, 28 cm.

Release tension, stimulate acupuncture points. Massage-Nex helps a tired, tense 
neck. Suitable for self massage.
Hygenic and washable.

A luxurious high quality mat. About 7.000 Senso knobs enhance body awareness. 
For yoga, meditation and relaxation. Special cover for massage tables, training 
mats and floors.

The classic in a new dimension - 60 x 40 cm. Use this small but nevertheles 
generously studded mat in your group sessions (health and fitness) and it will 
awaken the senses of the participants through the soles of their feet. 
You can get the Senso effect in your step classes and dance lessons - so simple, 
safe and uncomplicated.

Senso® Ball 

Senso® Mat / Senso® Mat XL

Massage-Nex®

Art.No.: Colour: Size:
410090 red, blue, amethyst 23 cm
410110 red, blue 28 cm

Art.No.: Colour:
400490 blue, amethyst

Packing unit: 10
Contents: in a polybag
Material: Ruton
Max. load: approx. 200 kg

Art.No.: Colour: Size: 
400410 blue 120 x 60 cm
400413 amethyst 120 x 60 cm
400420 amethyst, blue 60 x 40 cm
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Size: 20 x 10,5 cm
Packing unit: 15
Contents: in deco-box
Material: Ruton
Max. load: approx. 200 kg

Packing unit: 6
Contents: in deco-box with exercise poster
Material: Ruton
Max. load: ca. 200 kg

Nex-Neckrest

Knobbed cushion

Senso  Balance hedgehog + XL set of 2

The space in the centre takes pressure off the spine, transferring the load to the 
transverse process of the vertebrae. This allows massage/ acupressure along the 
long back extensors (vesicle meridian). Also suitable for self massage. Keeps the 
hand or forearm in position during mobilization or rehab exercises. Controlled 
movements make precise strengthening of the wrist or the forearm possible.

Ideal for extension exercises of hand and fingers. The level of extension can be 
changed by adjusting the air level. Also suitable for stroke patients of patients 
with spastic paralysis.

Balance, train and have fun. Improve coordination, flexibility and body awareness. 
A must for balance trails. For every age.
New colour anthracite .                   

Nex®-Neckrest 

Senso®  Balance hedgehog + XL 

Knobbed cushion

Size: 23 cm
Packing unit: 5
Contents: with deco-tax-seal
Material: Ruton
Max. load: ca. 200 kg

Art.No.: Colour: Size:
465150 red, yellow, blue, green, pink, purple, anthracite 16 cm
465170 red, yellow, blue, green, pink, purple, anthracite 18,5 cm XL

Art.No.: Colour:
460400 silver, amethyst

Art.No.: Colour:
400440 blue, amethyst
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Packing unit: 20
Contents: set of 2
Material: Ruton
Specials:

Packing unit: 30
Contents: bulk
Material: Ruton
Specials:

Senso Hand Trainer Light

Senso Walking Trainer Light in a set of 2

Senso Walking Trainer Plus in a set of 2

Senso Hand Trainer Plus

Strong fingers, hands and forearms. Pleasant Senso knobs activate body aware-
ness. Improves blood circulation. Ergonomic form. 

 Light: air filled.

Strong fingers, hands and forearms. Pleasant Senso knobs activate body aware-
ness. Improves blood circulation. Ergonomic form. 

Plus: weight of approx. 250 g.

The “light” trainers for walking and running. The “plus” trainers (approx. 250 g) 
activate musculature in the arms, shoulder girdle and hand. Effective help for cold 
hands while training outdoors. 

Plus: weight of approx. 250 g.

The “light” trainers for walking and running. The “plus” trainers (approx. 250 g) 
activate musculature in the arms, shoulder girdle and hand. Effective help for cold 
hands while training outdoors.

 Light: air filled.

Senso® Hand Trainer  Light

Senso® Hand Trainer  Plus

Senso® Walking Trainer Light

Senso® Walking Trainer Plus in a set of 2

Packing unit: 50
Contents: bulk
Material: Ruton
Specials:

Packing unit: 10
Contents: set of 2
Material: Ruton
Specials: similar to TOGU Brasil

Art.No.: Colour:
470510 red, blue, green, violet, pink
470511 silver

Art.No.: Colour:
470610 red, blue, green, violet, pink
470611 silver

Art.No.: Colour:
470500 red, blue, green, violet, pink, silver

Art.No.: Colour:
470600 red, blue, green, violet, pink, silver

525252



                     Kids in balance

Sharon Jackson and Frauke Winkler 

“We cannot imagine exercise without TOGU. The company is such 
an asset with its constant stream of innovative “inventions” and 
the particular benefits which it brings to children in allowing 
them to explore different kinds of movement. Whether soft and 
squashy or full and firm, the equipment is a challenge either way 
and raises the bar to another level. Challenging and encouraging 
children in “shaky” situations can bring major benefits in motor 
development and more besides. Sensorimotor activity is the basis 
for brain development and boosts the performance of active 
children, both in the classroom and on the sports field.”

Expert opinion
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Packing unit: 2
Contents: In box with exercise poster
Material: Ruton, fiberglass-strengthened plate
Max. Load: 200 kg, 120 kg (mini)
Specials: optional DVD available, AGR-quality-seal

Packing unit: 1
Contents: in box
Material: high quality GFK-PP
Max. Load: 120 kg
Specials: 3 difficulties

Jumper und Jumper mini

Dynair Extreme

TOGU Balance Board

The new super fun tool for kids. Extremely dynamic rebound effect. More stability 
for joints and ankles. Does not slip away even on glossy surfaces. Vibration 
transfer. Integrated Easy-Store-System without extra cost.

Sit on it and feel good. Brings you automatically in a upright and healthy position. 
The Dynair Extreme is the most recent and largest member coming from the 
Dynair family. With a diameter of 80 cm and a hight of 18 cm it is perfectly suited 
as a meditation pillow and seat cushion. Smooth vibrations are being absorbed 
immediately by the cushion and emitted to the spine. In order to keep up a calm 
seating position small adjusting moves have to be made all the time, thus beco-
ming a challenge for the spinal muscles and trunk muscles. Furthermore spinal 
training and exercises for improving trunk stability can be carried out perfectly 
in a dorsal or ventral position. Like all Dynair ball cushions, the Dynair Extreme 
is equipped with our well proven knobs on one side and with a smooth and soft 
surface on the other side.
Therefore the Dynair Extreme suits also extremely well as a therapy cushion for 
certain disease patterns such as paresis, sensoric and motoric deficits or neurologi-
cal and muscle dysfunctions.

in 3 different levels: red, green and blue. Due to different shaped radii. Very 
effective and longlasting due to special plastics material. Lower weight than 
wooden material.

Jumper® and Jumper® mini

TOGU® Balance Board

Dynair® Extreme

Art.No.: Colour: Size:
410202 red with a black plate 52 x max. 24 cm
410302 red 36 x 18 cm (mini)

Size: 50 x 7,5 cm
Packing unit: 1
Contents: in a box
Material: Ruton
Max. Load: ca. 200 kg

Art.No.: Colour:
400408 red, blue, green

Art.No.: Level: Colour: Size:
410402 Level I (easy) black with red 40 x 8 cm
410406 Level II (medium) black with green 40 x 9,5 cm
410404 Level III (hard) black with blue 40 x 9,5 cm

      Jumper

Dynair® Extreme
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TOGU® Air Parcours small

Senso Balance Bar

Maße/Size: 50 x 7,5 cm
Packing unit: 4
Contents: in polybag
Material: Ruton
Max. Load: ca. 200 Kg

Packing unit: 1
Contents: in a box
Material: Ruton
Max. Load: ca. 200 kg
Specials: BAG recommended

TOGU Air Parcours small

TOGU Air Parcours large

Dynair Senso Mini

Air-filled set consisting of TOGU classics and new items for children. Guaranteed 
movement and dynamics within the hour. High level of sensorimotor stimulation 
and a fun challenge. Extremely robust, durable and washable, as with all TOGU 
products. Essential for kindergartens and schools. 

TOGU Air Parcours small: 2 Senso Balance Bar blue, 1 Dynair Kids assorted, 2 Senso 
Balance Igel green, 1 Jumper mini red; 

Air-filled set consisting of TOGU classics and new items for children. Guaranteed 
movement and dynamics within the hour. High level of sensorimotor stimulation 
and a fun challenge. Extremely robust, durable and washable, as with all TOGU 
products. Essential for kindergartens and schools. 

TOGU Air Parcours large: 2 Senso Balance Bar Blue, 2 Dynair Kids assorted, 2 Senso 
Balance Igel Green, 1 Jumper mini Red, 4 Dynair Minis 20cm assorted

A “wobbly toy” for small feet and hands in kindergarten, sports classes and 
activity trails. … When tiny feet get a little bigger… Can be used perfectly for 
child physio therapy, to increase awareness and stability training.

Packing unit: 1
Contents: in a box
Material: Ruton
Max. Load: ca. 200 kg
Specials: BAG recommended

The air-filled Balance Bar. Ideal for building up your balance. With senso knobbles 
to improve perception. Available in 3 different colours.

Art.No.: Colour:
805009 varied Air Parcours small

Art.No.: Colour:
805010 varied Air Parcours large

Art.No.: Colour:
410100 red, blue, green

Art.No.: Colour: Size:
465400 red, blue, yellow, green 16 cm
465600 red, blue, yellow, green 20 cm
Packing unit: 4
Contents: in deco-box with pump
Material: Ruton
Max. Load: ca. 200 kg

Senso® Balance Bar

Dynair® Senso® Mini

TOGU® Air Parcours large
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Size: 50 x 7,5 cm
Packing unit: 5
Contents: with tag, in poly-bag
Material: Ruton
Max. Load: ca. 75 kg

Jump and hop with fun and power. The legendary hopping fun. Very durable.

Art.No.: Colour:
666600 blue with pink
666800 green with pink - NEW!
666900 blue with red - NEW!

Packing unit: 6
Contents: in deco-box with exercise poster
Material: Ruton
Max. Load: ca. 200 kg

Packing unit: 6
Contents: in deco-box with exercise poster
Material: Ruton
Max. Load: ca. 200 kg

Senso Balance hedgehog  + XL

Moonhopper

Geo-Balance hedgehog + XL

Balance, train and have fun. Improve coordination, flexibility and body awareness. 
A must for balance trails. For every age.

The variety of geometric shapes and bright colours is perfect for balance trails 
and to increase body awareness or coordination. 6 colours, two sizes and three 
geometric forms.

Senso® Balance hedgehog + XL

Geo-Balance hedgehog + XL

Moonhopper®

Art.No.: Colour: Size:
465150 red, yellow, blue, green, pink, purple    16 cm
465170 red, yellow, blue, green, pink, purple XL 18,5 cm

Art.No.: Colour: Size:
465180 red, yellow, blue, green, pink, purple    16  cm
465190 red, yellow, blue, green, pink, purple XL  18 cm
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Size: 50 x 7,5 cm
Packing unit: 4
Contents: in deco-box with exercise poster
Material: Ruton
Max. Load: up to 60 kg

Art.No.: Colour: SIze:
310600 blue, ruby-red, turqoise Junior 45 cm
360600 blue, ruby-red, turqoise Super 65 cm

Kangaroo Ball ABS Junior / Super

Leo the Lion

Bonito Hüpftier

The jump ball with Anti-Burst-System ABS®: guaranteed* safety! Improve coordi-
nation. Train musculature without even noticing. Good for the spine and posture. 
*see instruction for use

Even the tiniest hands can hold these ears! For building up muscles and support 
stability of the spine – ideal during growing period. The bouncy animal for 
indoors and outdoors. Extremely durable.

Why not ride on a lion’s back? Leo is particularly stable and wonderfully suited for 
children’s strength and coordination exercises. Extremely durable.

Kangaroo® Ball ABS® Junior / Super

Bonito®

Leo Lion

Packing unit: 10
Contents: in deco-box with exercise poster
Material: Crylon
Max. Load: ABS up to 60 kg (45 cm), up to 75 kg (65 cm),  

general up to 500 kg

Size: 50 x 7,5 cm
Packing unit: 4
Contents: in deco-box with exercise poster
Material: Ruton
Max. Load: up to 60 kg

Art.No.: Colour:
400000 red, blue

Art.No.: Colour:
400060 warm-orange
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Size: 33 cm
Packing unit: 4
Contents: in deco-box with exercise poster
Material: Ruton
Max. Load: 200 kg

Size: 46 x 32 x 8 cm
Packing unit: 4
Contents: in deco-box with exercise poster
Material: Ruton
Max. Load: 200 kg
Specials: AGR-quality-seal

Size: ca. 30 cm 0
Packing unit: 5
Contents: in deco-box with exercise poster
Material: Ruton
Max. Load: 200 kg
Specials: AGR-quality-seal

Dynair ball cushion Kids

Aero-Step

Dynair wedge ball cushion Kids

The legendary Dynair® ball cushion for kids. For balance and coordination 
exercises. Safe dynamic sitting.
The space saving alternative to the large ball at every desk.

Wobbling desired – also for small children and small feet. Improve balance and 
coordination, increase reaction.
With air-filled twin-chamber system. Training and playing with the Aero-Step® 
becomes an experience of great fun.

For every kid in school and or at home during homework. Kids can move freely 
without losing concentration while seated. All advantages of the legendary ball 
cushion and a wedge cushion put into one. Supports upright posture. Enough 
room for leaning forward.

Dynair® ball cushion Kids

Dynair® wedge ball cushion Kids

Aero-Step®

Art.No.: Colour:
400170 red, green, blue, raspberry, turqoise 
400180 confetti
400190 marble

Art.No.: Colour:
400140 red, green, blue, turqoise 

Art.No.: Colour:
400429 blue, green. red

Dynair® Ballkissen

   Aero-Step®
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Size: 16 cm
Packing unit: 50
Contents: in a box
Material: Ruton

Size: 120 x 60 cm or 60 x 40 cm
Packing unit: 4
Contents: in deco-box
Material: Ruton

Senso-Mat / Senso Mat XL

Knobbly catch training ball

Knobbed ring

To stimulate the ability of tactile perception of babies and infants. Suitable for 
ergotherapy or in kindergarten. The Senso® Mat can be combined with different 
bases for countless balance variations. Almost 7.000 Senso® nobbles massage and 
stimulate.

The classic in a new dimension - 60 x 40 cm. Use this small but nevertheless 
generously studded mat to awaken your senses. 

Perfect for small children’s hands. Good for grasping and soft to the skin! Round, 
pleasant knobs made of skin-friendly material.

Very good to grasp and wonderfully soft. For schools, kindergarten and therapy. 
Moulded in one piece.

Senso® Mat / Senso® Mat XL

Knobbed ring

Knobbly catch training ball

Size: 22 cm
Packing unit: 10
Contents: in a box
Material: Ruton

Art.No.: Colour:
466000 yellow

Art.No.: Colour:
465100 red, yellow, blue

Art.No.: colour: Size: 
400410 blue 120 x 60 cm
400413 amethyst 120 x 60 cm
400420 amethyst, blue 60 x 40 cm
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Packing unit: 10
Contents: bulk
Material: Ruton

Contents: Shipping box
Material: Ruton

Senso Ball

Senso Ball mini

Touch-Ball

The round, soft knobs stimulate sensual perception and are pleasant to touch. 
Even if the Touchball is wet, it can be caught easily.

Roll – massage – enhance blood circulation. Gently activate the body. Stimulate 
meridians – start the energy flow. Stimulating knobs on the entire ball for long 
lasting effects. Sizes: 9 cm, 11 cm

Roll – massage – enhance blood circulation. Gently activate the body. Stimulate 
meridians – start the energy flow. Stimulating knobs on the entire ball for long 
lasting effects. Sizes:  23 cm, 28 cm.

New - also as Geo-Version available! See page 20.

Knobbly sound ball

Touch-Ball

Senso® Ball

Senso® Ball mini

Knobbly sound ball

The chiming ball with good grip! Its extra long knobs stimulate the tactile sensory 
perception perfectly. Non-springy.

Size: 10 cm
Packing unit: 10
Contents: Shipping box
Material: Ruton

Packing unit: 50
Contents: bulk
Material: Ruton

Art.No.: Colour:
467100 blue

Art.No.: Colour: Size: Packing unit:
460080 yellow 8 cm 100
460090 red 9 cm 50
460100 blue 10 cm 50
461620 red, blue, yellow 16 cm 20
461800 pink, purple 18 cm 15

Art.No.: Colour: Size:
410090 red, blue, amethyst 23 cm
410110 red, blue 28 cm

Art.No.: Colour: Size:
465300 blue, red 9 cm
465500 blue, red 11 cm
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Size: 32 cm
Packing unit: 4
Contents: in deco-box with exercise poster
Material: Ruton

Size: 18 cm
Packing unit: 40
Contents: Shipping box
Material: Ruton

Size: black ca. 30 cm, red, geb, blue, green 18 cm
Contents: Shipping box
Material: Ruton

Diving rings

Octositz der Multiwürfel

Dynair Balance-Hocker

Throwing ring

For diving training and having fun at the swimmingpool. 5 kg diving ring for 
training rescue teams on life boats.

For throwing, catching and juggling! Air filled - valve.

For active sitting, balancing and training. Wonderful if used as super-sized 
building blocks. For sitting groups, in the waiting room and at home.

“I am small, round but still a cube!“ “You can sit on me, balance or simply have fun 
with me!“ Ideal for activity trails, for many fun actions and as an opportunity to sit 
down in the play corner. To increase coordination and balance. For muscle training 
and increased stability of the spine.

Diving rings

Throwing ring

Octositz® der Multiwürfel

Dynair® Balance-Seat

Size: 36 x 28 cm
Packing unit: 1
Contents: Shipping box
Material: Ruton

Art.No.: Colour:
640000 red, blue, yellow, green

Art.No.: Colour:
400700 red, green, blue

Art.No.: Colour:
400090 red, blue

Art.No.: Colour: weight: Packing unit:
645000 red, yellow, blue, green 140 g 60 
645500  black 5000 g 2
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Size: 12 cm 0
Packing unit: 10
Contents: in poly-bag
Material: Ruton

Size: 22 cm 0
Packing unit: 10
Contents: Shipping box
Material: Ruton

Size: 22 cm 0
Packing unit: 10
Contents: Shipping box
Material: Ruton

Size: 22 cm 0
Packing unit: 10
Contents: in poly-bag
Material: Ruton

Size: 21 cm 0
Packing unit: 10
Contents: Shipping box
Material: Ruton

Size: 16 cm 0
Packing unit: 10
Contents: in poly-bag
Material: Ruton

Perfect training ball. For open areas in schools, kindergarten and at home.

The Supersoft material makes the ball very light and reduces slipping.

Colibri Supersoft Volleyball

Colibri Supersoft Gymnastikball

Colibri Supersoft Fußball Dribbling

Colibri Supersoft Basketball

Ideal solution for training. The light basketball for kids!

The light football for young kickers!

Colibri® Supersoft Basketball

Colibri® Supersoft Fußball Dribbling

Colibri® Supersoft Volleyball

Colibri® Supersoft Gymnastikball

Colibri Supersoft Mini

Colibri Supersoft Fußball

Finally here! The small Colibri® Supersoft® Mini will fit in anypocket. Have fun!

The light football for small kickers!

Colibri® Supersoft Mini

Colibri® Supersoft Fußball

Art.No.: Colour:
487900 yellow, green

Art.No.: Colour:
487700 yellow, green

Art.No.: Colour:
487800 yellow, green

Art.No.: Colour:
487600 yellow, green

Art.No.: Colour:
487300 red

Art.No.: Colour:
487400 yellow, green
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Packing unit: 10
Contents: Shipping box
Material: Ruton

Size: 28 cm 0
Packing unit: 6
Contents: Shipping box
Material: Ruton

Colibri Supersoft Handball

Colibri Ball

Colibri Supersoft Giant

Here may also be practiced once the sharp shooting - he‘s super soft, yes!

Colibri-Aero-Ball für Gymnastik

Colibri-Beachhandball F

Colibri-Volleyball

Our giant!

Colibri® Supersoft Handball

Colibri® Supersoft Giant

Colibri® Ball

Art.No.: Colour:
487100 yellow, green

Packing unit: 20
Contents: in poly-bag
Material: Ruton

Packing unit: 20
Contents: in poly-bag
Material: Ruton

Packing unit: 10
Contents: in poly-bag
Material: Ruton

Art.No.: Colour: Size: 0
487500 yellow, green 16 cm (women)
487200 yellow, green 18 cm (men)

Art.No.: Colour: Size: 0
482020 red 16 cm 

Art.No.: Colour: Size: 0
482010 red 16 cm

Art.No.: Colour: Size: 0
482000 red 22 cm

Colibri-Beachhandball F

Colibri-Volleyball

Colibri-Aero-Ball für Gymnastik
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Packing unit: 1
Contents: box
Material: Crylon
Max. Load: 85-100 cm up to 250 kg,  ABS guaranteed 45 kg

Packing unit: 1
Contents: box
Material: Crylon
Max. Load: up to 250 kg, ABS guaranteed 45 kg

Pushball ABS

Powerball  ABS

Senso Pushball ABS

Essential for rehabilitation, ergotherapy and psychomotor exercises. The large 
balls with the highest level of safety. Used by kindergartens - to improve flexibility 
and smoothen movement

from 45 cm to 75 cm. Each size in 6 different colours. With the classic TOGU double 
groove. Effective, dynamic back training. Diverse and easy. Does not roll away 
when you stand up. Guaranteed safety thanks to the patented Anti-Burst-System. 

Safety category 4 ****

Patent Nr. P 44 34 889.4; U.S. Pat. Nr. 5766707

The real large balls with soft knobs! To stimulate tactile and kinesthetic aware-
ness. Ideal for working with babies. Very exciting for kindergarten thanks to the 
special surface.

Pushball® ABS®

Senso® Pushball® ABS®

Powerball®  ABS®

Packing unit: 4
Contents: in deco-box with exercise poster
Material: Crylon
Max. Load: 500 kg (90 kg ABS guaranteed), AGR-quality-seal

Art.No.: Colour: Size:
400850 blue-puple 85 cm
400950 rubinred 95 cm
401000 rubinred 100 cm
401200 orange 120 cm (without ABS)

Art.No.: Colour: Size:
410850 orange 85 cm
411000 rubinred 100 cm

Art.No.: Colour: Weight 0:
406360 red, green, blue, silver, terra 35
406450 red, green, blue, silver, terra 45
406550 red, green, blue, silver, terra 55
406650 red, green, blue, silver, terra 65

406750 red, green, blue, silver, terra 75
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Size: 16 cm
Contents: Shipping box
Material: Ruton

Gymnastic balls - Standard

Gymnastikbälle Best Quality

The value priced quality in gymnastics balls for schools and associations.  
As 300 g or 400 g ball (complies with FIG requirements). Very bouncy, good 
elasticity, anti-static. 

The TOGU classic is now being supplied with a spare needle and detailed care 
instructions. 
So you benefit from TOGU quality with the “Made in Germany” label. 

 
Available colours:  
1 white, 2 yellow, 3 apricot, 4 hot pink, 5 pink, 6 anemone, 7 red, 8 purple, 
9 plum, 10 blue, 11 ice-blue, 12 turquoise, 13 green, 14 apple, 15 pearl-green, 
16 black, 17 violet

Example:
Gymnastic ball Standard (4304**) in hot-pink (****04) makes the Art.No.: 
430404 

Unlackiert

For performance sport in rhythmic sport gymnastics. Two versions: Exercise 
ball 300 g and competition ball 420 g (with FIG mark of conformity). Extremely 
bouncy, very elastic, anti-static, good grip.  

The TOGU classic is now being supplied with a spare needle and detailed care 
instructions. 
So you benefit from TOGU quality with the “Made in Germany” label. 
 
Available colours:  
1 white, 2 yellow, 3 apricot, 4 hot pink, 5 pink, 6 anemone, 7 red, 8 purple, 
9 plum, 10 blue, 11 ice-blue, 12 turquoise, 13 green, 14 apple, 15 pearl-green, 
16 black, 17 violet

Varnished

Unvarnished

Gymnastic balls - Standard

Gymnastic balls Best Quality

Size: 16 cm
Contents: Shipping box
Material: Ruton

Best Quality (300 g) FIG Best Quality (420 g) Packing unit:
4305** 20

4455** 15

Best Quality (300 g) FIG Best Quality (420 g) Packing unit:
4300** 20

4451** 15

Standard (ca. 300 g) FIG Standard (ca. 400 g) VPE:
4304** 20

4454** 15
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****01 white

****01 white

****02 yellow

****02 yellow

****03 apricot

****03 apricot

****08 purple

****08 purple

****13 green

****13 green

****14 apple

****14 apple

**15 pearl-green

**15 pearl-green

****16 black

****16 black

****17  violet

****17 violet

****09 plum

****09 plum

****10 blue

****10 blue

****11 ice-blue

****11 ice-blue

****12 turquoise

****12 turquoise

****04 hot pink

****04 hot pink

****05 pink

****05 pink

****06 anemone

****06 anemone

****07 red

****07 red

Gymnastic balls Best Quality



Contents: Shipping box
Material: Ruton

Size: ca. 10 cm
Packing unit: 12
Contents: Shipping box
Material: Ruton

Size: 35 cm
Contents: Shipping box
Material: Ruton

Throwing balls

Ball with grip

Soft ball

Slow motion balls

Pitch training for every age group Super grip - grooved surface

Optimal preparation in volleyball-, handball- and basketball training. The light 
weight and big size slow it down

To prepare for javelin throwing. The knob between the index and middle finger is 
perfect for javelin training.

Throwing balls

Slow motion balls

Ball with grip

Soft ball

Art.No.: Colour: Weight: Packing unit:
450450 yellow 45 g 100
450650 yellow 65 g 100
450800 yellow 80 g 100
451500 yellow 150 g 50
452000 yellow 200 g 25
452500 yellow 250 g 25
453000 yellow 300 g 25
454000 yellow 400 g 25

Art.No.: Colour: Article: Size:
560720 yellow Soft-Ball grooved set of 2 7 cm
560700 yellow Soft-Tennisball grooved 7 cm
561900 yellow Soft-Trainingsball 19 cm
562100 yellow Soft-Trainingsball 21 cm
580700 yellow Soft-Trainingsball without grooves 7 cm
560900 yellow Soft-Ball 9 cm
Contents: Shipping box
Material: Ruton

Art.No.: Colour: Packing unit:
481000 red, blue 8
481007 red, blue 30 (deflated)

Art.No.: Colour: Gewicht:
474000 red 400 g
476000 red 600 g
478000 yellow 800 g
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Packing unit: 2
Contents: Shipping box
Material: Hytrel PVC-Mixture

Contents: Shipping box
Material: Ruton

Gymnasium putting shot

Earth ball 

Chiming medicine ball

Indestructible, will not damage the gym floor. The perfect competition prepara-
tion possible

The highlight with the globe. A special development in collaboration with the 
German sports federation. Especially for dynamic group actions.

With decor

Without decor

Latex-free chiming medicine balls for auditive training for the blind people

Gymnasium putting shot

Chiming medicine ball

Earth ball 

Packing unit: 1
Contents: Shipping box
Material: Ruton
Max. Load: 100 cm up to 70 - 80 kg
Specials: Earth ball-repair-set

Art.No.: Colour: Weight: Size :
631000 black 1000 g 9,5 cm
631500 black 1500 g 9,5 cm
632000 black 2000 g 9,5 cm
632500 black 2500 g 9,5 cm
633000 black 3000 g 11 cm
634000 black 4000 g 11 cm
635000 black 5000 g 13 cm
636000 black 6250 g 14 cm
637200 black 7250 g 14 cm

Art.No.: Colour: Weight: Packing unit:
420850 blue 800 g 20
421050 red 1000 g 20
421550 brown 1500 g 8
422050 brown 2000 g 8
423050 blue 3000 g 8
424050 green 4000 g 4
425050 red 5000 g 4

Art.No.: Colour: Size :
600000 blue 100 cm
605000 blue 200 cm

Art.No.: Colour: Size :
600500 With decor 100 cm
605500 With decor 200 cm
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Size: ca. 122 cm
Packing unit: 1
Contents: in polybag

Size: ca. 70 cm
Packing unit: 1
Contents: in polybag

Size: ca. 160 cm
Packing unit: 1
Contents: in polybag

Size: ca. 100 cm
Packing unit: 1

Packing unit: 1
Contents: in polybag

Packing unit: 1
Contents: in polybag

This product takes explosive movement training to the next level. Accommodates 
30 plus drills which emphasize all the major muscle groups and also helps train 
speed, agility, balance, quickness, and explosiveness. Comes with three key 
components: ‘H’ Harness, 10’ – 150 pound Slastix, and anchor.

Slastix Toner

This product takes explosive movement training to the next level. Accommodates 
30 plus drills which emphasize all the major muscle groups and also helps train 
speed, agility, balance, quickness, and explosiveness. Comes with three key 
components: ‘H’ Harness, 10’ – 150 pound Slastix, and anchor. 

Slastix Loops

Accelerator

All-legs Speed Builder

Core Slastix

Fitness Stik

Compact and portable! With the patented design by one of the best exercise 
equipment engineers in the country, the Fit-Stik can be made small enough for 
a suitcase or gym bag. It‘s great for travel and can give you a quick, full-body 
workout anytime and anyplace when combined with our patented Slastix toners.

Very unique and variably deployable. The straps can be stretched in any direction 
through a specially cushioned centerpiece, enabling training at any level. 

Stroops Loops provide comfort and durability for all your resistance workouts. The 
grab anywhere Stroops Loops can be used for upper and lower body toning. 

Patented Slastix technology is revolutionizing the way you workout with 
resistance tubing. 

Slastix Toner

Slastix Loops

Fitness Stik

Core Slastix

Accelerator

All-legs Speed Builder

Art.No.: Colour:
980023 yellow (light)
980022 red (medium)
980024 blue (heavy)
980026 green (very heavy)

Art.No.: Colour:
980013 yellow (light)
980012 red (medium)
980014 blue (heavy)
980015 green (very heavy)

Art.No.: Colour:
980043 yellow (light)
980042 red (medium)
980044 blue (heavy)
980046 green (very heavy)

Art.No.: Colour:
980030 black

Art.No.: Colour:
970092 black

Art.No.: Colour: Resistance
970093 yellow ca. 47 kg
970094 yellow ca. 68 kg
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Accelerator



Packing unit: 1
Contents: in polybag

Packing unit: 1

Packing unit: 1
Contents: in polybag

Packing unit: 1
Contents: in polybag

Packing unit: 1
Contents: in polybag

Packing unit: 5
Contents: in polybag

Our 15 foot flat rung ladder is perfect for a variety of drills and warm-up activities. 
Great for indoor or outdoor use.
Lenght approx. 4m.

A quick and uncomplicated adjusting of the training height of training tools 
allows of the Slider. Simply fix the variable tape in a door or wall bars and training 
tool can be already hung up by any height in a ring.

The Cat

Hurdles

Slider

Functional Training Ladder

Carrying Strap

Tandem Tow

Athletes take turns providing resistance for each other. The lead athlete runs 
against the resistance provided by the trailing runner. Athletes simply turn around 
and switch roles. This is an economical and efficient way to help build powerful 
legs and train two athletes simultaneously.

For an easy transport of stacked hurdles.

These hurdles are made of durable plastic which provides a strong hurdle that 
is also forgiving when stepped on. Easy to stack, easy to store, and easy to carry 
(optional carrying strap available).

The cat is a specialized tool for developing faster lateral movements. Attached 
to two anchored resistance bands, the athlete works against resistance in 360 
degrees. This piece of equipment allows the athlete to go forward, backward, and 
side to side. 

The Cat

Hurdles

Tandem Tow

Carrying Strap

Slider

Functional Training Ladder

Art.No.: Colour:
970099 black

Art.No.: Colour:
970101 black

Art.No.: Colour:
970096 black

Art.No.: Colour:
970103 black

Art.No.: Colour:
970102 blue/black

Art.No.: Colour: Höhe
970098 white 15 cm
970097 white 30 cm
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Carrying Strap

The Cat

Carrying Strap



Art.No.: 939540
Packing unit: 1
Specials: also available as a set with the product Jumper

Art.No.: 939530
Packing unit: 1
Specials: also available as a set with the product Dynair XXL

Art.No.: 939520
Packing unit: 1
Specials: also available as a set with the product Multiroll

Art.No.: 939510
Packing unit: 1
Specials: also available as a set with the product AeroStep XL functional

Art.No.: 939500
Packing unit: 1
Specials: only german language, also available as a set with the product 

Art.No.: 939590
Packing unit: 1
Specials: only german language, also available as a set with the product

A small ball with great possibilities - effective exercises for your back and abdomi-
nal. Mobilization of the spine.

german 

Powerball Functional Training is now. Through holistic movements you can  exer-
cise and vigorous whole muscle chains. To create a nice harmonious and healthy 
body. Can counteract cellulite.

german 

DVD Perfect Shape Jumper

DVD Perfect Shape Dynair XXL

DVD Perfect Shape Powerball

DVD Feel Redondo

DVD Perfect Shape Aero-Step XL functional

DVD Perfect Shape Multiroll functional

Multiroll Functional Training is now – a workout based on the sport of the pro´s: 
you will not exercise every single muscle. You will exercise a whole movement.
The perfect training for everyone: saving time and having fun.

german / english

Aero-Step Functional Training is now – a workout based on the sport of the pro´s: 
you will not exercise every single muscle. You will exercise a whole movement.
The perfect training for everyone: saving time and having fun.

german / english

Dynair Functional Training is now – a workout based on the sport of the pro´s: you 
will not exercise every single muscle. You will exercise a whole movement.
The perfect training for everyone: saving time and having fun.

german / english

Jumper Functional Training is now – a workout based on the sport of the pro´s: 
you will not exercise every single muscle. You will exercise a whole movement.
The perfect training for everyone: saving time and having fun.

german / english

DVD Perfect Shape Jumper®

DVD Perfect Shape Dynair® XXL

DVD Perfect Shape Multiroll® functional

DVD Perfect Shape Aero-Step® XL functional

DVD Perfect Shape Powerball®

DVD Feel Redondo®
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Size: ca. 40 cm
Packing unit: 5
Contents: Shipping box
Material: special climate-material

Packing unit: 5
Contents: In a box
Material: special climate-material

Packing unit: 5
Contents: In a box
Material: special climate-material

Comfort-Cover for wedge ball cushion

Comfort-Cover for Airgo 

DVD Antara

Comfort-Cover for ball cushion

Ca. 40 cm diameter. Special material ensures optimal comfort and air circulation.

Special material ensures optimal comfort and air circulation.

New concept by Karin Albrecht. The achievable body position, possible application 
as well as training effects are very unique. Antara causes the sensorimotoric 
stimuli to work into depth so that the local muscles can actually react.

german 

The educational concept TOGU FT-Coach for trainers.

german / english
ca. 240 min.

Special material ensures optimal comfort and air circulation.

DVD Antara®

Comfort-Cover for ball cushion

Comfort-Cover for Airgo  

Art.No.: 939550
Packing unit: 1

Art.No.: 939600
Packing unit: 1
Specials: only german language , also available as a set with the product

Art.No.: Colour:
930700 black

Art.No.: Colour:
930600 black

Art.No.: Colour:
930400 black

Art.No.: Colour: Size:
930300 black 33 cm
930360 black 36 cm

for Airgo Backcushion

for Airgo Seatcushion

Comfort-Cover for wedge ball cushion

TOGU FT-Coach DVD

TOGU® FT-Coach® DVD 
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TOGU® FT-Coach® DVD 



Powerball Pump

Set for inflating special sport balls

Ball pump

The handy pump for all MyBall, Powerball products and other products with 
plug-valves

Including: 2 plastic valves; 2 needle-valves; plastic-cap for ball-pump; valve-
drawer for plastic-valve; valve-drawer for needle-valve; instructions.

For all products with needle-valve. (Needle is placed inside the handle.)

Powerball® Pump

Ball pump

Set for inflating special sport balls

Size: ca. 30 cm
Packing unit: 10
Contents: Shipping box

Size: 20 cm
Packing unit: 50
Contents: Shipping box

Packing unit: 10
Contents: in a polybag

Art.No.: Colour:
966600 white

Art.No.: Colour:
904400 white

Art.No.: Colour:
910000 white

TOGU® Premium Easy

Original TOGU® ball bowl

TOGU Premium Easy

The  convenient training mat. Easy to fold and store (ca. 35 x 60 cm), light 
weighted – easy to transport.
Made from high quality PE foam. The skin friendly fabric finish on top prevents 
crumbling. The lower side prevents skidding and moisture absorption.

Size: 140 x 58 x 0,9 cm
Packing unit: 4
Contents: deco box
Material: PE-foam

Art.No.: Colour:
971200 blue-purpel

The classic with the circular whole in the middle: so the ball always has contact to 
the ground and does not slip away.

Now available in a dicreet and attractive new colour!

Size: one size fits all
Packing unit: 4
Contents: Shipping box
Material: PVC

Original TOGU® ball bowl

Art.No.: Colour:
930002 silver
930000 black
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Size: ca. 75 x 42 x 30 cm  ca. 70 kg 
Packing unit: 1
Contents: in a box with assembly instructions
Material: MDF
Belastbarkeit: approx.: 100 kg
Specials: individual filling possible

Packing unit: 1
Contents: in a set of 3

Art.No.: Colour:
930500 transparent

TOGU Fit Pack

Stacking aid set of 3

TOGU FT Corner (without filling)

The perfect transport solution for Personal Trainers and everybody who aims to be 
mobile and in good shape. With smart features for stowing even the small tools. 
Original Chiemsee travel bag in TOGU Design. Longlasting and robust. As extra bag 
or special set including FT tools availabe.

Very durable, transparent material.

The intelligent complete solution for gyms, training centers, schools and clubs 
made in high quality MDF material. The advanced design guarantees a space 
saving and mobile solution. Usable also as display for your training programms. 
Including instructions for easy assembling.

TOGU® Fit Pack® (without content) 

TOGU® FT Corner

Stacking aid set of 3

Size: ca. 75x42x30 cm
Packing unit: 2
Contents: in a box

Art.No.: Colour:
908000 black

Art.No.: Colour:
902020 silver-grey
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Dynair Pro The first ball cushion combined with a stable base - two pieces of equipment 
rolled into one, providing even more training and therapy options for 
sensorimotor functions and coordination. Particularly suitable for balance 
exercises on one leg in physiotherapy - can also be used upside down! With extra 
skid-proof material for absolute safety.

17

Dynair Golf Pro Adjusted especially to the needs of modern golf technique. With the Dynair 
Golf Pro you will find your balance much faster and improve your stability and 
precision. It can be used at home, in a training room and also on the course due 
to its durability. Adjustable by air-filling to every fitness level and ability.

33

Dynair Extreme Sit on it and feel good. Brings you automatically in a upright and healthy 
position. The Dynair Extreme is perfectly suited as a meditation pillow and seat 
cushion. Smooth vibrations are being absorbed immediately by the cushion and 
emitted to the spine. It suits also extremely well as a therapy cushion for certain 
disease patterns such as paresis, sensoric and motoric deficits or neurological 
and muscle dysfunctions.

 47

Pendel Ball Absolutely safe and inflatable tool for training and therapy. What makes the 
Pendel Ball exceptional is its oval form. This leads to a great advantage during 
full body training, because the Pendel Ball won´t roll away. A wide array of 
applications becomes possible e.g coordination,
balance, functional spinal training, fitness training, physio and ergotherapy, as 
well as natal preparation and back building gymnastics. Furthermore the Pendel 
Ball possesses a high level of bouncing characteristic.

30

Jumper
Jumper mini 

Training the whole body, Perfect Shape with Jumper CardioStrength with 
high fun factor – for every age and ability

33
 54

Powerball ABS
Powerball Premium ABS
Powerball Challenge ABS

Guaranteed Sicherheit durch Technik:  for all usage of large gymnastic 
balls – from healthy back training to extreme power sports and weight 
training  

28 
36
37  

Aero-Step
Aero-Step XL
Aero-Step XL functional

For higher goals in sensori-motor and proprioceptive training, especially in 
standing positions – one leg and two leg exercises. For improving core and 
back stabilty 

34
58

Dynair ball cushion
30, 33 und 36 cm

Universal training device as dynamic training and  
seat cushion 

22
58

Dynair XXL ball cushion A new dimension in stability training - höllisch gut, because of extreme 
bombardment of deeper laying musculature, and himmlisch gut the same 
time because of its flexibility giving smooth support for everybody

35
47

Dynair Pads For 50plus and beginners in Balance Training – Less dynamic and more 
safety and stabilty with easy exercising – everywhere and every time. 

26

Directions for a safe, healthy and back friendly training

These Products are tested an recommended by

Dynair®XXL
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Product application page 

Dynair  ball cushion Universal training device as dynamic training and seat 
cushion 

22

Dynair Cardo  ball cushion Same as Dynair ball cushion, but less dynamic due to its 
shape – for beginners and elderly, also after surgeries in 
rehabilitation  

23

Dynair Premium  
wedge ball cushion 

For longer sitting, e.g. in the office.  Ideal combination of 
ball cushion and wedge cushion in one product. 

23

Airgo Seat Cushion For longer sitting, e.g. in the car or on flight. 24

Airgo Back cushion For longer sitting, e.g. in the car or on flight – in combination 
with Airgo Seat cushion or extra 

24

Airgo wheelchair  
seat cushion

For special needs of wheelchair drivers as additional  
seat device

25

Airgo wheelchair  
back cushion

For special needs of wheelchair drivers as additional 
 seat device

25

Find your right product for „Dynamic Sitting“

Geprüft und empfohlen vom Forum: Gesunder Rücken - besser leben e.V. und dem Bundesverband der deutschen Rückenschulen (BdR) e.V. Weitere Infos bei: AGR e.V., Pf. 103, 27443 Selsingen, Tel. 04284/92 69 990, www.agr-ev.de
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Powerball ABS For guaranteed safe training on a large ball – in physical 
therapy, gyms and studios, clubs and for home use – for kids 
and adults up to 90 kg body weight  

Training DVD available 

28
36
64

Powerball Premium ABS For guaranteed safe training and gymnastics, including 
additional weights, in physical therapy, gyms and studios, 
clubs and for home use – for adults with body weight plus 
additional weights up to 170 kg. Also ideal for ante- and 
postnatal gymnastics 

28
36

Powerball Challenge ABS For Functional Training on high or professional level and for 
guaranteed safe training with higher additional weights up 
to 500 kg. 

37

Powerball Extreme ABS For Functional Training on professional level and for 
guaranteed safe training with extreme additional weights up 
to 1000 kg. For dynamic training of weight lifters and power 
sports

34

Sitzball ABS For longer sitting on the ball and easy  
exercising at home or in the office. 

29

Push Ball ABS For sensori-motor functional and perception  
development of kids 0-5 years old

64

Choosing the right TOGU „ABS-Ball“
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Dynair Pads For 50plus and beginners in Balance Training – Less 
dynamic and more safety and stabilty with easy  
exercising – everywhere and every time.

26

Aero-Step XL 
Aero-Step XL functional

For higher goals in sensori-motor and proprioceptive 
training, especially in standing positions – one leg and 
two leg exercises. For improving core and back stabilty

Training DVD available

34

Jumper | Jumper mini Training the whole body, Perfect Shape with Jumper 
CardioStrength with high fun factor – for every age and 
ability 

Training DVD available

33
54

Dynair XXL Ball cushion A new dimension in stability training - höllisch gut,  
because of extreme bombardment of deeper laying 
musculature, and himmlisch gut the same time  
because of its flexibility giving smooth support for 
everybody

Training DVD available

35
47

TOGU Balance Board Extremely light and functional balance 
board, in different levels

34
54

3D Air Pads Especially developed in cooperation with  
3D Kinesio

26

Find your right tool for „balance, coordination and stability“
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